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Abstract  

This paper takes as its central investigation the action set-pieces of contemporary Hollywood 

cinema, in particular the scripting process behind such lavish spectacles. With 2014’s surprise hit 

John Wick, action design company 87Eleven rose to prominence as producers of compelling action 

spectaculars. The new-found fame of the company’s founders, stunt men and established Second 

Unit directors Chad Stahleski and David Leitch, shone a spotlight on the invisible labour behind the 

design and development of the action so central to the genre. John Wick spawned sequels and 

87Eleven followed up their successes with Atomic Blonde (2017), Deadpool 2 (2018), Fast and Furious: 

Hobbs & Shaw (2019). What was unique about these films was not necessarily the centrality or 

ostentation of their action set pieces, but how these sequences came into being through a hybrid 

process of scripting, visualisation, and dynamic experimentation. What was perhaps most surprising, 

and revealing, was the amount of publicity that was given to these processes. 

The way that Hollywood cinema uses design companies such as 87Eleven to create fight scenes 

demands that we re-think the boundaries of the scripting process. Consequently, the action 

sequence is a powerful case study for mapping the authorship of violent visual spectacle from script 

to screen. Built out of a larger project analysing fight scenes across post-millennial Hollywood 

cinema, this paper will take the action scenes orchestrated by 87Eleven as its primary examples for 

an exploration of the scripting of the action sequences, with specific attention given to the gendered 

language of the scripts and how that filters into other phases of performances. 
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